Things to Bring and Expect
GOOD HUNTING BOOTS: Waterproof-Water resistant that you feel comfortable walking in…
Hunter Orange: Please bring some hunter orange for safety…If you don’t have any you can
purchase an awesome Lazy Bear Ranch hat.
Hunting Vest: You will need one to carry your shells and pheasant. Our guide is not your Sherpa.
Upland Game Wear: Pants, Shirts, and Jacket that you can take off in layers once you start
walking…Thin Shooting gloves are nice to have on those cooler days….
Your Gun: Unless you have made previous arrangements with the lodge to rent a gun …
A 12 gauge is the most popular with an improved modified choke, but we have had clients use
a .410 and everything in between. Use this opportunity to go buy yourself a new Benelli Super
Black Eagle!!
Ammo: If you are shooting a 12 gauge LOW BASE 6 SHOT is highly recommended…
LOW BASE 6 SHOT is highly recommended...High Base 6 shot is the hottest load allowed at the
Lazy Bear Ranch. NO PRAIRIE STORM loads or High Base 4 & 5 loads! Thanks!!
Personal Toiletries and Medications: We have all the essentials of a great hotel…
Ear and Eye Protection: We have foam ear plugs …If you need something other than that, please
bring it…Make sure you have your prescription glasses …I don’t want to hear any excuses for
missing!
Arrival Time: On day hunts we start hunting at 10am. Please arrive between 9:30 and 9:45am!!
Hunters arriving before that better bring me a blended mocha from Dutch Brothers!
The Hunt: We will hunt for about 2 hours in the morning and then have lunch back at the lodge.
Our afternoon hunt typically takes about an hour.
Dogs: I have plenty, but if you would like to bring yours please make arrangements ahead
of time so we can make them feel at home.
Other Important Stuff: Please let us know if there are any food allergies in your group,
so we can accommodate… Gratuities are welcome and are split amongst the Lodge’s Staff…

Bring Your Sense of Humor!
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